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MEMORANDUM FOR: Dr. W. F. Libby

SUBJECT: Radiation Levels on Rongelap Island

In our Staff Paper AEC 125/30, deted Februery 6, 1957, concerning
the return of the Rongelapese to their home island, we predicted

" ..eeit is difficult to extrepolate precisely far into the fu-
ture, but the data suggest that the gamma doses on Rongelap Is-
land would not greatly exceed (if at all) 0.5 roentgens for the
first year of reoccupancy, with lesser doses in subsequent years..."

On June 25, 1957, just prior to the actual return of the Rongelapese,

& radiological survey was made of the gamma levels on Rongelap Is-
land. ‘wWhese data were attached in the form of a memorandum with
accompanying maps from Mr. Ernest Wynkoop to Dr. Gordon M. Dunning.
You will note that the average gema dose rate on the Island on June
25, 1957, was ebout 0.03 milliroentgens per hour (0.26 roentgens per
year).

 

Since you Leve exhibited a manifest interest in this matter, the en-
closed ere forwarded for your informstion.
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Gordon Dunning, 45C, DM, Weshington 25, D. C. JUN 27 1957

Ernest Wynkoop, Chief, Eniwetok Branch, Test Div., UDPG

Gilf4A R4SDIOLOGICAL SURVEY OF RONGEL"P AND ANEASSTOK ISLLNDS

tdTE: hW:1-2255

A radiological survey team consisting of Henry P. Schlacks, AEC,
Radiological Safety Assistant, Stan Curry, H and N Radiological
Sefety Officer, and two H and N monitors, surveys Ronselap Island
and Aneaetck Island on June 25, 1957. The survey team was flown
to Rongelap Atoll by a Navy UF-1.

All readings were cede with HX-5s at a height of three feet above
the ground. The survey team did not have tine to completely survey
the dense jungle areas of the island, All living arees, main roads,

and the fringe of the jungle were covered,

Rongelap islend hed a high reeding of .13 ur/fhr, an average of .03
worf/nr, and a low of .01 er/hr.

Aneaetok island had a high reading of .2 ur/hr, an average of .05
murfhr, end a low of .01 ur/hr.

On sheets nucbered J/S-47-002-C4 end J/S-47-002-C6, the caption,
dirt road not surveyed, refers to an engineering survey.
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